
The international art market’s biggest shop window, Art Basel offers something for everyone < as long as they come to the fair with a large cheque book

Art Basel 2016: works on snooping and migration amid the millions
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Visitors admire one of the paintings at the Acquavella Gallery

Art Basel 2016:
skyscrapers and
spacemen < in pictures
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Two figures one laughing at one hanging, by Juan Muñoz at the Elvira González gallery







My mother’s charms, by Gillian Wearing, at Maureen Paley.



Labor Day by Kathryn Andrews at the David Kordansky Gallery







Chiharu Shiota’s Accumulation, Searching for destination proves of interest to a young art lover
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Bernard Jacobson Gallery displays the popular Alexander Calder work Blue Flower, Perforated Red (hanging from ceiling)







Becoming part of the art, visitors perform in the Zoom Pavilion by Mexican-Canadian artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer and Polish-Canadian artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
Photograph: Georgios Kefalas/EPA



Sol LeWitt’s Irregular Tower at the Alfonso Artiaco gallery
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Tony Oursler’s template/variant/friend/stranger is presented by the Lisson Gallery
Photograph: Sipa/Rex/Shutterstock



Caterpillar Suit IV by Walter Oltmann at the Goodman Gallery
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